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ENCLOSURE

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

:

! REGION IV

|
|

Inspection Report: 50-313/96-13 |
50-368/96-13 |

1

i Licenses: DPR-51 |

| NPF-6

Licensee: Entergy Operations, Inc.
1448 S.R. 333
Russellville. Arkansas

Facility Name: Arkansas Nuclear One, Units 1 and 2 !
i

Inspection At: Russellville, Arkansas

Inspection Conducted: February 26 through March.1, 1996
!

Inspector: D. Schaefer. Physical Security Specialist
Plant Support Branch

Approved: (dAU[J 2/ Al//)
Bla1he Mtirrey'. EY e". T t Support Branch D(te '

Division of Reactor Safs y j

Insoection Summary |

Areas Insoected (Units 1 and 2): Routine, announced inspection of the |
licensee's physical security program. The areas inspected included management
effectiveness. audits, access control of personnel packages and vehicles,
alarm stations, communications, testing and maintenance, training and
qualifications, lighting, records and re) orts, review of previous inspection
findings, and review of commitments in tie Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report.

Results (Units 1 and 2):

Plant Sucoort

The security program was effectively managed and received strong.

management support. The interface between the operations and security
departments was very effective (Section 1.1).

The security audit program was effective, performance oriented, and.

comprehensive (Section 1.2).
'
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An efficient program for searching personnel, packages, and vehicles was.

maintained (Section 1.3).,

|

The alarm stations were redundant, well protected, and the operators| .

were alert and well trained (Section 1.4).

An excellent security radio communications system was maintained.

(Section 1.5).

The overall testing and maintenance program for all security equipment| .

was excellent (Section 1.6).

; The training and qualification program was administered in an excellent.

I manner. Security officers displayed excellent conduct confidence in
| their training, and knowledge of the procedural requirements. On-site

medical services were excellent (Section 1.7).

Security lighting inside the protected area was very good. An i
.

inspection followup item was identified involving dark areas inside open
sea-van containers (Section 1.8).

The security quarterly event logs and event reports were excellent.
|

(Section 1.9).

The applicable portions of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report were.

reviewed and determined to be consistent with the observed plant
practices, procedures and/or parameters (Section 3). |

Summary of Inspection Findinos:

Followup Item 313/9613-01 was opened (Section 1.8). j.

Violation 313/9516-01: 368/9516-01 was closed (Section 2.1)..

Violation 313/9525-01; 368/9525-01 was reviewed and remains open.

(Section 2.2).
|

Attachment:
i

! Attachment - Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting.
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DETAILS

1 PHYSICAL SECURITY PROGRAM (81700)

| The inspectors reviewed certain elements of the physical security program in
order to determine adequacy and compliance with the NRC-approved Industrial
Security Plan. Evaluations and determinations were based on observations of
activities, review of records. and interviews with licensee aersonnel. The
following paragraphs describe the inspection findings in eac1 of the program
areas inspected.

1.1 Management Effectiveness

Management effectiveness, as it applies to the security program, was inspected
to determine the licensee's conformance to the principles of managementi

| effectiveness.
|

| Based on the inspector's observations, it was determined that management at
the plant and corporate levels were effective in managing the overall security
program. The inspector confirmed that licensee management was sensitive to
security program requirements and aware of security program problems.

|
Licensee management provided strong support for the security program. The
Security Superintendent provided an effective and meaningful interface between
the plant operations staff and the security group.

1.2 Audits i

i

The audits of the security program were reviewed to determine compliance with |

the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(p). and the security plan.

| The inspector confirmed that a security program audit was conducted at least
every 12 months. By a review of licensee records and interviews with auditi

personnel, the inspector confirmed that members of the audit team were
independent of plant security management. It was determined the audit team

i personnel were qualified to conduct audits and that the audits were'

performance based. The security department was prompt in resolving all
deficiencies / findings. The overall quality of audits was excellent.

1.3 Access Control of Personnel. Packaqes and Vehicles

The access control program for personnel, packages, and vehicles was inspected
to determine compliance with the requirements of the security plan.

The inspector determined through observations at the main guard station that
the licensee properly controlled access of personnel and packages to the
protected area. The protected area access control equipment was inspected and
found to be functional and well maintained. The inspector observed the X-ray
machine search of packages at the access control points. The operators were
efficient and appeared to be well trained. The last control area for access

}
to the plant was contained within a bullet resistant enclosure.

|

|
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i During this inspection. the inspector observed the licensee's facilities for
the searching of packages and materials at the receiving warehouse. The
licensee's system of ensuring a search of packages and materials was,

| efficient
;

During this inspection. the inspector also observed the processing of two
large trucks into the protected area at the vehicle sally port. The trucks !

; were thoroughly searched prior to entry. The inspector checked five licensee
designated vehicles to ensure that they were properly secured while inside the
protected area. All of the vehicles were correctly secured.

T

| 1.4 Alarm Stations

The alarm stations were inspected to determine compliance with the
; requirements of the security plan. The areas inspected included the
; requirements and capabilities, redundancy and diversity of stations.
; protection of the alarm stations, and systems security.
:

The inspector confirmed the cedundancy and diversity of the alarm stations.
i

Action by one alarm station operator could not reduce the effectiveness of the |4

i security systems without the knowledge of the other alarm stations operators. ;

i The central alarm station and secondary alarm station were bullet resistant. I

The inspector asked questions of the station operators and determined that
they were very effectively trained and knowledgeable of their duties. j

1.5 Communications

The communications ca3 abilities were inspected to determine com liance with
the requirements of t1e security plan. The areas ins)ected inc uded the
operability of both radio and tele) hone systems and t1e capability to
effectively communicate both teleplonically and by radio with the local law
enforcement agencies.

The inspector confirmed that the telephone and radio systems were capable of
meeting all communications requirements of the security organization. The
inspector observed radio communications checks with security officers inside
the plant's protected and vital areas.

1.6 Testina and Maintenance

The testing and maintenance program was inspected to determine compliance with
the requirements of the security plan.

The inspector determined through a review of records that instrumentation and
controls technicians were immediately available to repair or replace any
security equipment that required corrective maintenance. and that repairs were
completed in a timely manner. Records indicated that it was very rare for a
security system work order to exceed 1-day before being completed and the
system tested and returned to operation. The work records indicated that
immediate maintenance support was available during the normal work day and
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! within hours during back shifts. The timeliness of the security systems
maintenance effort was excellent. In addition. the licensee had a very good

| preventive maintenance program that apparently kept the systems at a high rate
'

of availability.

1.7 Trainino and Qualifications
i

The security training and qualification program was inspected to determine
comoliance with the requirements of the Training and Qualifications Plan. ;

1

The inspector randomly selected and reviewed security officers' training and '

qualification records and medical examination records. The records were i

complete and indicated that required training and annual medical examinations
were being conducted in a timely manner. The results of training and medical

,

examinations were properly documented. Additionally, shift supervisors were !aware of the individual security officers that did not have at least 20/40
uncorrected vision in the better eye and as a result, were required to carry 1
an extra pair of corrective lenses on his/her person.

During the inspection the inspector had numerous occasions to observe and
interact with security officers during the performance of their duties.
Without exception. the security officers displayed excellent conduct.
confidence in their training. and knowledge of the procedural requirements. |

'Additionally. the security officers were confident that the on-site medical
staff provided high quality medical services which included the required i

annual medical exam 4 nation. I

1.8 Lightino

The protected area and isolation zone lighting system was inspected to
determine compliance with the requirements of the security plan.

On the evening of February 27. 1996, the inspector determined, by observation,
that security lighting within the protected area. all buildings in the
protected area of less than 18 feet in height, all buildings with ready access
to the roof, and the isolation zones measured at least 0.2 foot candles,
except as noted below.

The licensee had systematically positioned numerous sea-van storage containers
inside the protected area. On the evening of February 27, 1996, the inspector

|

observed that two sea-van containers east of the central maintenance welding
shop and two additional sea-van containers east of the Turbine / Maintenance ;

Building breezeway (Containers 1 and 4) were unlocked and tb.eir doors were !

standing open. The inspector observed that the extremely M r area inside
these four containers provided a hiding place that could be easily exploited
by an intruder. Subsequently. the licensee insured that as a minimum, the
doors to the sea-van containers were shut and latched. The licensee's
protected area security lighting will be reviewed during a subsequent security
inspection (IFl 313/9613-01: 369/9613-01).

|

|
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1.9 Records and Reports

Records and reports were inspected to determine compliance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 73.71(b) and (c) 10 CFR 26.73, and the security plan.

The inspector determined by a review of the security event re) orts and the
security quarterly event-logs that the licensee conforms to t1e regulatory and
license requirements to report security events, The inspector specifically
reviewed the security quarterly event log from October to December 1995. The
reports were accurate, neat and contained sufficient detail for the reviewer
to determine reportability and corrective action taken. The records were
maintained for the time required by regulations.

2 FOLLOWUP (92904)

2.1 (Closed) Violation 313/9516-01: 368/9516-01: Unauthorized Individual
Gained Unescorted Access to Protected Area: NRC Concern With Security

Practice

i It was previously determined that on February 10. 1995, an unauthorized
individual who had been terminated for cause on February 4. 1995. who had not
had her unescorted access revoked and her identification badge retrieved.

| gained unescorted access to the protected area.

The licensee's corrective actions were documented in NRC Ins)ection
Report 50-313/95-16: 50-368/95-16. dated May 12. 1995. In t1eir August 18.
1995, response to this violation, the licensee stated that the root cause of
this event was personnel error. Additionally the licensee stated that by
November 6. 1995, their Quality Assurance would perform a surveillance of
security badges to ensure that favorable and for cause terminations are being
dispositioned appropriately.

( During this inspection, the inspector reviewed Quality Assurance Surveillance
SR-031-95. Favorable and For Cause Terminations. dated November 2. 1995. The

|

! surveillance did not identify any active security badges that should have been
i deactivated. The surveillance also examined the timeliness in which security

badges had been deactivated.

NRC Concern With Licensee's Security Practice

In June 1995, as a result of NRC inspection efforts for the above violation.
Region IV identified to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatory a concern
involving the availability of active security badges for 16 individuals whose
need to enter the protected area had apparently been terminated, and whose
)lant employment had been terminated under favorable conditions. This had not
Jeen identified as a violation because neither the industrial security ]lan or
security procedures specified the time period to inactivate a security 3adge
following an individual's termination. In August 1995, the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulatory agreed that it would be a good security practice to ensure
that the security badges of all terminated individuals are removed from the
badge rack and that these badges are eliminated from the computer system in a
timely manner.
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On August 28. 1995. Region IV requested the licensee to review this concern
based upon NRR's guidance and to identify specific actions such as
verbal / written notification within a' definite time period to ensure that the
licensee's security department is notified of an individual's routine
termination on a timely basis. Region IV requested that the licensee reply to
this concern by October 28. 1995.

In their October 26, 1995. response to this concern, the licensee stated (so
as not to constitute any commitment other than that already present in prior
correspondence) that:

It is their intent to remove the security badge from the badge rack and.

the security computer when a determination is made that an employee no
longer requires unescorted access. 1

i

A non-licensee employee's security badge that has not been used to enter '

.

the protected area within a 30-day period, will be terminated and l

removed from the badge rack.
.

!The licensee verifies the continuing need for unescorted access for.

currently badged em)loyees during the required monthly verification I
process. This furtler ensures that badges for individuals who have been i
favorably terminated are reviewed for removal from the badge rack and I

security computer on a monthly basis. ,

1

|In their October 26. 1995, response, the licensee also stated that their
previous enhancements insured that the requirements for favorable and for-
cause terminations were communicated to supervisors contract managers and i

responsible individuals and that a clarification was initiated to the |
definition of " termination." Additionally, the licensee stated that the !

employee check-out forms had been revised to include human factors |
considerations, and that training for contract managers had been completed.

'

concerning granting and terminating unescorted access authorization. Further,

the licensee stated that the following further initiatives have been taken:

A task force has been organized to perform a broad review of the current.

security related control processes and interfaces to assure they are
timely and efficient. Any enhancements recommended by the task force
will be evaluated and implemented as appropriate.

An assessment of the security, fitness-for-duty, and access.

authorization areas have been completed.

During this inspection the licensee stated that Station Procedure 1000.019.
" Station Security Requirements." Revision 29. paragraph 4.15. clarified
favorable termination as being the time when an individual "no longer has a
need for unescorted access to the protected area and/or vital areas of
Arkansas Nuclear One." This determination "is made by the Entergy Responsible
Individual or designee on the date that unescorted access authorization is no
longer required." This item is closed.
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2.2 (Closed) Violation 313/9525-01 368/9525-01: Protection Aaainst The
Deslan Basis Threat of Radioloqical Sabotaae

During a previous security inspection, the inspector identified that the
licensee's security program had failed to protect against the design basis
threat of radiological sabotage in that any one of six knowledgeable
individuals, acting as an " insider" had the capability and authority to
manufacture, encode, and make available for issue, a security photo
identification key card. Additionally. each of the six individuals could have
caused fraudulent unverified security access authorization information to be
entered into the security computer. As such. this information could have been
used to facilitate entrance and exit to unauthorized persons determined to
damage the plant.

In their December 13. 1995. response to this violation, the licensee stated
that the access authorization program had been enhanced to specifically
recuire independent verification of access information prior to granting an
incividual unescorted access authorization.

During this inspection. the inspector verified that the licensee's temporary
revision to their access authorization program included:

Independent verification of access information prior to the granting of*

unescorted access. This dual verification was completed by a minimum of
two individuals in the access authorization / badging office, signing the
key card application.

Verification of security data base and information recorded on the.

access approval form. This verification was completed by the alarm
station operator prior to enabling the keycard for access.

In their December 13. 1995. respnse to the violation, the licensee also
stated that their access control computer software will be modified by June
14. 1996. The licensee stated that this modification, designed to replace the I

above manual verification process, will require two individuals to verify the
access control computer entries prior to downloading the access authorization
information to the security computer. On February 28, 1996, during this
inspection, the inspector verified with the licensee that each of the two 1

individuals scheduled to verify the access control computer entries will be |knowledgeable of the approved access authorization information being i

downloaded into the security computer. The licensee's modification of the I
access control computer software will be reviewed during the next security I

inspection.
,

|

|
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3 REVIEW 0F COMMITMENTS IN THE UPDATED FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner contrary
to the Updated Final Safety Analysis Re) ort (UFSAR) description highlighted
the need for a special focused review tlat compares plant 3ractices,
procedures and/or parameters to the UFSAR descriptions. W1ile performing the
inspection discussed in this report the inspector reviewed the applicable
portions of the UFSAR that related to the areas inspected. The inspector
verified that the UFSAR wording was consistent with the observed plant
practices, procedures and/or parameters.

1

,

;

|

|
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ATTACHMENT

|

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

*H. Cooper. Manager Security. Entergy Operations
M. Cooper. Licensing Specialist

*R. Dawdy. Security Coordinator. Access Authorization
D. Denton, Director. Support

*G. Ezell . Medical Review Officer
M. Higgins. Supervisor. Security Operations
K. Hubbard Project Manager. Wackenhut

*K. Jeffery. Coordinator. Fitness-for-Duty
*D. Mims. Director. Nuclear Safety
L. Pike. Instructor. Security Training
S. Pyle. Licensing Specialist

*B. Short. Licensing Specialist |
*M. Smith. Supervisor. Licensing !

*K. Tate. Supervisor. Security Access Authorization 4

*D Wagner. Supervisor. Quality Assurance
*L. Waldinger. Acting Vice President / General Manager. Plant Operations
*H. Williams Jr. Superintendent. Plant Security j

1.2 NRC Personnel

*K. Kennedy. Senior Resident Inspector

* Denotes those that attended the exit interview.

In addition to the personnel listed above. the inspectors contacted other
personnel during this inspection period. Those employees included members of
the licensee's technical and management staff and members of the security
organization.

2 EXIT INTERVIEW

An exit meeting was conducted on March 1, 1996. During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee
discussed and furnished proprietary and safeguards information to the
inspectors during the course of this inspection.

|

1

|


